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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a demonstrated concept implementation that
combines sound source localization and face detection from video
stream for supporting human behavior analysis. System monitors
space containing multiple persons using microphone array and
video camera. The aim is to detect which person in the scene is
producing the sound that is received by the microphones. For this
task the microphone array localizes the sound in the
environment. Simultaneously face detection is performed to the
video signal produced by the monitoring video camera. If face is
detected from the bearing of the sound the system may decide
that the sound is produced by the person who's face is detected.
Preliminary results indicate that the fusion may give useful
information for human behavior analysis for space containing
multiple persons.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H5.5.[Inforamtion Interfaces And Presentation (e.g. HCI)]:
Sound and Music Computing – Signal analysis, synthesis, and
processing; I4.6[Image Processing and Computer Vision]
Scene Analysis - Object Recognition, Tracing.

General Terms
Algorithms.

Keywords
Audio localization, audio detection, microphone arrays, face
detection.

1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic monitoring of people activities is a widely researched
topic for different applications such as surveillance systems and
user interfaces that utilize human behavior modeling. Such user
interfaces include intelligent meeting rooms, robot interfaces,
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security applications and artistic installations [4], [5],[6],[7].
This paper describes a demonstrated system that localises the
sound source and combines the sound bearing information with
face localization in order to reveal additional information for
human behavioural analysis in space containing multiple
persons. The aim is to detect which person in the scene is
producing sound, such as speech.
Both audio source and face localization are well studied areas.
Audio source localization is often performed in security
applications. Júlian & al presents a custom designed acoustic
enclosure for the microphone array [1]. Four microphones are
positioned in the enclosure so that they can detect sounds from
all directions. In 2D plane one pair is positioned to vertical axis
and one pair to horizontal axis, which is an initial starting point
for the experiments. In a more advanced sound localization
methods the microphones are positioned side by side in single or
multiple lines with equal spacing as in [2].
Detecting faces has been originally performed for images. Face
detection can be done in multiple ways using for example facial
features, skin color or face template matching. Good overview of
different techniques is presented in [3]. The same methods can
be applied for video sequence but in real time requirements one
must consider the computational load for detecting face from
each frame.
When we know the position of the face in video and bearing of
the sound, we can couple the information from audio and video
sensor and detect who is speaking or creating other kind of
sound, such as clapping or yelling.
Audio source localization would also benefit from audio analysis
that can distinguish between different of audio classes [8] and
detect when speech or other, i.e. human made, sounds are
present. This would also give valuable information while
detecting cues from human behavior.
In chapter 2 the audio localization algorithm and in chapter 3 the
face localization is explained. In chapter 4 the demonstrated
system is described briefly.

2. AUDIO LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM
The audio source localization and monitoring platform consists of
a microphone array containing four microphones, an audio
interface and an audio sensor server. The audio sensor server
controls the microphone array and communicates with the

session server. One of the microphones in the array is marked as
a master microphone that can be listened remotely. Audio data is
primarily transmitted and sound intensity is monitored using the
master microphone
The state diagram for the Audio Localization Platform is shown
in the Figure 3. Here is a short description of the audio sensor’s
life span. The reference to a corresponding state is included in
brackets.
At initial point the audio sensor will wait for the connect
message from the session server. When the connection is done
the audio sensor will be initialized (Initialization). On successful
initialization the audio sensor starts running the main loop. The
audio sensor will wait for the control messages transmitted from
the session server, or that the audio buffer is filled in the audio
recorder (Handle messages). The control messages (Shutdown,
Set detection sensitivity, Data query) are processed accordingly.
The audio data in the filled audio buffer (Record audio) is
transmitted to the session server using streaming services
(Transmit audio). Then the audio data is processed with the
sound detection (Sound detection) and bearing algorithms (Sound
bearing calculation). This sensor data is transmitted to the
session server with constant intervals, whenever a sound event
has been detected or on request from the session server
(Transmit data). Then the audio sensor returns to wait for the
incoming messages. The audio sensor finishes data processing
when a shutdown message is received from the session server
(Shutdown).

2.1 Sound event detection
The average sound pressure level is calculated for each sound
frame using equations 1 and 2..
The sound intensity is defined as the average power of the signal
x.
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Figure 1. A state diagram of the Audio Localization
Platform.

(1)

2.2 Sound bearing

The corresponding SNR of the signal is calculated as

 Psignal 
 .
SNR = 10 log 10 
 Pnoise 
10 consecutive values from average calculation are buffered and
median filtered. The output of the filter is subtracted from the
power sequence and the result is normalized (maximum value to
1) to emphasize relevant pulses. Frames are considered as sound
events if a threshold value is exceeded. The threshold value is
dependent on the detection sensitivity. Frames that are below the
threshold value are considered as environmental sound.
The frames that are considered as environmental sound are used
for calculating the running average of environmental noise power

Pnoise .

The cross-correlation algorithm is used for estimating a time
delay between microphone signals. However the sampling
frequency of received audio signal is not enough for accurate
delay estimation. Therefore an interpolation process is required
to increase the accuracy before cross-correlation calculation.
Signals are interpolated by the factor of 8. which increases the
44100 Hz sampling rate is to 352800 Hz. Interpolation is done by
calculating FFT, zero padding the DFT and performing inverse
FFT.
The cross-correlation between two signals is defined as:

rxy (l ) = ∑ x(n ) y (n − l )

(3)

n

The acquired time delay is then used for calculating the bearing
of the sound source. The sound source is assumed to be far away
(sound source distance >> distance between microphones).

cos (β ) =

TD max
TD

=

d
cTD

(4)

, where d = distance between microphones, c = speed of sound
(345 m/s), TD = time delay between microphones
The time delay is calculated between microphones by crosscorrelation. The time delay is the index of the maximum value of
cross-correlated signals.
These results of microphone pairs are combined to get an
estimate of the sound bearing.

2.3 Microphone array
In [1] is presented an equation for calculating the optimal
sampling frequency where we can acquire the minimal distance
between microphones as well. If the sampling frequency is
increased, in this case multiplied by the factor of 8 to 352800 Hz,
it is shown that the minimal distance between microphones
shortens. This makes it possible with the presented microphone
rack to increase the accuracy by increasing the microphone
distances.

The component evaluates the number of faces in video frame and
tracks their movements in a live or recorded video stream
providing the facial location information. The component utilises
two algorithms for localization of faces. First detecting the faces
is based on haar cascade classifier and then tracking the detected
facial area movements from frame to frame. The component is
designed for real-time applications. In general the detection
requires more processing power than the tracking, thus tracking
is performed more often than detection to reduce the processing
load of the component. The ratio of detection and tracking is
dependent on the available computational power, with a bias
towards detection. Outline of the component is presented in
figure 2.
Face Detection is based on the OpenCV library's (Open Source
Computer Vision Library1) object detection and Face Tracking
uses OpenCV's object tracking functionality. The Video Feature
component returns the number faces as well as the estimated
facial area (ellipse) along the tilt of the ellipse. In figure 3 there
is a screenshot of the face localization algorithm.

3. FACE DETECTION
The face detection component has been implemented using a
similar state diagram as the audio localization platform, with an
exception that the face detector is not capable to re-transmit
video stream. The detection results are communicated using a
socket based interface, thus audio localization and face detection
can be run on different computers or it is possible to use multiple
instances of face detectors or sound localization systems for
monitoring same area. Fusion of the detection results can be
collected on a single decision node that receives the results from
different detectors.
Figure 3. Example of face localization algorithm.
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4. FUSION OF THE ANALYSIS DATA
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Figure 2. Block diagram of face localization algorithm.
.

The fusion is performed on a separate application that listens
results coming from analysis components using a socket based
communication. The fusion algorithm knows the position of the
microphones and the camera and based on all available
information it can generate decision about which person is
creating sound at the scene.
The microphones are positioned in a square form as shown in the
Fig.4. The video sensor is positioned at the top of the
microphone rack so the information of the image and audio can
be adjusted to each other. The microphones and the camera in
the figure are pointing towards the reader.

.In further work it should be investigated if the sound localization
(or rather bearing detection) is sufficient in 2D space or should
the localization be done in 3D space. On complexity aspect, 2D
localization is recommended. This way audio sensor can provide
bearing angle of the sound source in respect of a plane.
Different indoor spaces should also be studied to see how
obstacles affect localization and how the methods presented in
the state-of-the-art [4] could be used in these cases. Also the
effect of background noise and case of multiple sound sources
should be investigated.
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Figure 4. Demonstration setup.
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In figure 5 is a simple example of using the sound and face
localization together. The right hand image corresponds to the
video frame in face detection component and the left hand image
presents sound bearing so that the monitored area is divided into
sectors representing the camera image regions. There are two
faces detected in video frame and the sound bearing point to
upper left quarter sector of the image plane. So we can assume
that the sound source is the person on left.
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5. CONCLUSION
The goal of the work was to obtain human behavior information
from a monitored area so that we can automatically detect which
person in the scene is producing sound at a given time.
The work consisted of defining a real-time distributed platform
for analyzing the environment using different sensor information
and implementing reasoning based on the sensor data.
The platform was used for implementing a sound source location
using microphone arrays and face detection from video camera
streams and for combining the received analysis results for
obtaining information about human behavior in the monitored
scene. The results obtained from this concept application indicate
that fusion of sound localization and face detection can give
information about the sound generating person in the monitored
scene.
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